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1 Context

Recent evolutions in inter-networking technology and the decreasing cost-performance ratio of computing
components have enabled Volunteer Computing (VC) systems. Among these platforms, BOINC (Berkley
Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) [And04] is the most representative, with over 580,000 hosts
that deliver over 2,300 TeraFLOP per day and many projects deployed. In such platforms, volunteers usually
donate their machines’ CPU idle time to scientific projects and indicate some preferences on how to share their
processing power among them. BOINC projects usually have hundreds of thousands of independent CPU-
bound tasks and are interested in overall throughput, i.e., maximize the total number of tasks completed per
day. Each project has its own server which is responsible for distributing work units to clients, recovering
results and validating them.

To handle this complexity, BOINC implements a simple and robust distributed protocol which ensures that
local shares and volunteer priorities are respected. This protocol has been used for many years now and its
efficiency and fairness have been assessed in the context of throughput oriented projects [AMV07, KAM07,
AR09].

Lately, the BOINC workload has evolved in the following two noticeable ways:

• First, to answer the burden of deploying and maintaining BOINC servers, multi-user projects (also called
umbrella projects) have appeared. Such BOINC project host several scientific projects (in the later, we
will talk about users rather than scientific projects to avoid confusion with BOINC projects), each with
their own application, which provides a much larger audience to every user than if they had deployed
their own server. For example, the World Community Grid, funded by IBM, has been one of the
first such BOINC projects, helping research on drug search for Leishmaniasis, clean water localization,
childhood cancer, . . . . More recently, CAS@home a Chinese project has been set up to help both
protein structure, nanotechnology, cancer genomics and high energy physics research. Likewise Ibercivis
a Spanish-Portuguese initiative has been set up to provide a huge BOINC umbrella Project for scientists
in those countries and Yoyo@home helps research on harmonious trees, elliptic curve factorization, and
DNA evolution among others. In such BOINC projects, demand for computing power generally exceeds
supply, hence a need for a mechanism to divide the supply among users.

• Second, although in the past most users had an unlimited supply of jobs to process (throughput-oriented
users), the popularization of BOINC has attracted other type of users. In CAS@home, Many users have
campaigns (batches) made of fewer tasks and are interested in response time of campaigns. For such
users, throughput is not meaningful and response time should be minimized (response-time oriented
users).

http://boinc.berkeley.edu/
http://boinc.berkeley.edu/
http://www.worldcommunitygrid.org/
http://casathome.ihep.ac.cn/
http://www.ibercivis.es/
http://rechenkraft.net/yoyo/


In such multi-user projects, each such user will have a numeric quota representing the fraction of the com-
puting resource they should get. What are the precise semantics of quotas? Ideally the mechanism should
accommodate the previous two classes of users. The GridBot project [SSGS09, Sil11, BYSS+12] recently
made use of hybrid computing platform composed of grid, clusters and VC to execute workload resulting
from mix of throughput and response time oriented applications. Such initiatives are very encouraging but
somehow ad hoc and does not consider the problem of streams of batches nor the resource sharing issue. We
think that regular BOINC servers can be improved to handle seamlessly such workloads.

2 Environment

The members of the MESCAL team focus their research on large scale systems and parallel applications.
They have a strong expertise regarding parallel algorithms, environment for parallel programming, performance
evaluation of large scale distributed systems, middleware for clusters and grids and scheduling. The MESCAL
team is associated with the Berkeley laboratory in which the BOINC middleware is developed. We have thus
very strong relations with the main BOINC developers and with the project leader, David Anderson.

The MESCAL team also has a strong expertise in simulation [DCLV10], scheduling [KCC07, DLG11]
and workload characterization [KTB+04, KJIE10, JKVA11] of such volunteer computing systems. Hence, the
MESCAL team is involved in the recent ANR French National project SONGS (Simulation Of Next Generation
Systems) whose goal is to design a unified and open simulation framework for performance evaluation of next
generation systems. The SONGS projects is a follow-up of the ANR USS-SimGrid project, which is based on
SimGrid, an open-source toolkit that provides core functionalities for the simulation of distributed applications
in heterogeneous distributed environments.

3 Goal

In the last BOINC workshops (2011, 2012, 2013) members from the Mescal team, the BOINC team, the World
Community Grid project and the OurGrid project have brainstormed to design a new server architecture that
would enable to fairly and efficiently handle complex workloads such as the ones we previously described. Yet,
many parts of this architecture (batch prioritizing, batch completion estimation, client reliability estimation,
. . . ) remain to be specified.

The goal of this internship is thus to first implement a simulation of such prototype and to evaluate
its performance under some realistic workload from the World Community Grid or from CAS@home. Such
evaluation will then guide the design of different scheduling and estimation mechanisms. The project could
involve visits to Berkeley, California to present results, which will later be implemented in the BOINC server
and deployed on the World Community Grid and in CAS@home.
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